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•Have you just purchased a flat top and are looking for a book to help you step-by-step?•Are

you looking for a guide that you can consult at any time, in most situations you’d face when

cooking on a flat top?•Are you looking for new recipes that you can cook at any time that will

make your families and friends go crazy with joy?Well, if you answered YES to any of these

questions, keep reading!If you are a fan of grilling or are just starting to discover this new

environment, a flat tops is one tool you will never be able to give up. Their simplicity and

versatility in recent years has caused many American families to purchase one. Whether you

have a backyard, an outdoor space, or are camping, but also if you have a small space, such

as a small apartment or a balcony, you don't have to worry about anything because there is a

flat top for every need.This book is structured so that everyone can understand, learn, test, and

then fall in love with these fantastic recipes.1) It will provide you with information on the history,

features, advantages & disadvantages, and how different flat tops work, so that you will know

the basics of your grills and maybe give yourself some good ideas for future purchases. ÿýÿý2) You

will find a section reserved for accessories and divided into two parts, namely:&� Accessories

needed to take the first steps: Here, you can find a list of essential accessories with specific

explanations and functions that will serve those who are beginners.&� Accessories for those who

already have experience with flat tops: Here, you will find a list of accessories with their

explanations and functions that will enable you to excel at any recipe you come up with.3) After

receiving an initial smattering of knowledge, you will be able to learn from the most common

mistakes made by those who start cooking with a flat top.4) Obviously, when it comes to flat

tops, you can't miss a confidential and very detailed part regarding the seasoning, cleaning,

and maintenance of the grill itself.5) Finally, you will find 350 fantastic recipes selected just for

flat tops. You will be spoiled for choice once you look at the categories proposed,

namely:%Æ Breakfast recipes%Æ Meat recipes%Æ Chicken recipes%Æ Smoked recipes%Æ Fish and

recipes%Æ Hamburger and bread recipes%Æ Recipes for vegetables and side dishes%Æ Recipes for

appetizers%Æ Mexican recipes%Æ Snacks recipes%Æ Sauces recipes&  &  &  &  &  &  & &� Ev

now, your worries have blocked you or made you think you are not up to the task of letting

yourself go and throwing yourself into this new way of cooking, you must know that each

person acquires their experience and skills by trying and trying again, making mistakes, and

learning. The characteristics that unite true successful grillers are: starting from a solid and

clear base that helped them take the first steps of their journey and the perseverance to

continue improving.&�&e That's why you will need to consult this book every time you need advice,

every time you have a new problem, or every time you want to surprise someone with one of

the fantastic recipes inside. &eWhat are you waiting for?! It's time to fire up the grill and start

cooking!Scroll up, click on "Buy Now with 1 Click" and get your copy TODAY!
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SauceConclusionIntroductionTraditional versions of griddles involve the use of stones and brick

slabs as flat surfaces placed above the fire to heat up to the desired cooking temperature. The

resulting heated flat surface is then removed, and food is placed on the surface to cook.As you

can see, the historical griddle-cooking method was stressful and left room for several

modifications and evolution.In the early 2000s, the Blackstone Company sought a cooking



appliance that was capable of performing the functions of a regular cooking appliance along

with the ability to barbecue like a grill.By 2005, they were able to manufacture their cornerstone

product, the 36-inch Blackstone Griddle that kickstarted the company's long chain of griddle-

cooking products.The Blackstone Griddle is one of the simple and easy to operate outdoor gas

griddles manufactured by Blackstone Company. The Blackstone Griddle is made up of

professional-grade high-quality stainless-steel material, which is covered with black powder

coating to protect them from rusting and increase the lifespan of the Griddle.The main part of

the Blackstone Griddle is its 28-inch cooking surface area made up of 7-gauge cold-rolled steel

material. It is capable of holding a large number of foods in a single cooking batch.The best

part of the Blackstone Gas Griddle is that it comes with two separate gas controller switches.

This will help to create two separate cooking zones in a single cooking area. It means that you

can cook your food at two different temperature settings at a time.Both the burners have the

capacity to produce 30000 BTU heat together. The temperature settings come with high to low

markings and allow you to adjust as per your recipe needs.This guide contains all the

information about Blackstone Outdoor Gas Griddle from basics.The book explains all the

benefits of the Blackstone Gas Griddle and some tips and tricks to make you a perfect griddle

chef.My experience with Blackstone showed me the difference between a standard cooking

gas and any other cooking instrument. You no longer have to deal with substandard cookers

and annoying gas fumes that leave you frustrated and make the cooking experience less

enjoyable.This Blackstone Outdoor Gas Griddle makes your cooking faster, your life easier,

and gives you a whole new experience that helps you to improve your cooking skills.The Gas

Griddle has up to 4 heat zones on its surface that can be adjusted to suit your taste. It means

you can cook 4 different food items at the same time, or you can be cooking on one side and

warm your already cooked food on the other side of the stove. It's especially perfect for house

parties or other parties where you have to cook dishes simultaneously.You can have your

steaks grilling at a higher temperature than your burger buns or veggies. When it comes to

cooking for a family—perhaps you, your hubby, and your kid—Blackstone is a good

option.Blackstone is the best choice when hosting a party, or a get-together, or any event that

involves bringing many people around. Its different cooking tops allow you to cook a variety of

meals at the same time.Imagine having many guests over and waiting for your alluring brisket.

There is no time to grill one after another; the Blackstone Outdoor Grill allows you to BBQ

multiple cuts at once. Whether you are toasting burger buns, grilling a bunch of crunchy

veggies, or searing a steak to attain that perfect medium-rare, Blackstone Gas Griddle is the

ideal option for you. What better way for you to multitask and save time than grilling different

items simultaneously.CHAPTER 1: Outdoor Gas GriddleWhen you're looking for a way to

produce perfectly grilled eggs without the pain of flipping them, a Blackstone Griddle is an

indispensable tool. You can cook up to 4 at once on this even-heating device that seals in the

heat of your stovetop and creates seared edges.So, what exactly is a Blackstone Griddle?It's

basically kind of like cooking with one ultra-large pan or grill; it's perfect for easy and quick

meals.Blackstone Griddles are one of our favorite accessories because they are suited to

cooking almost anything. You can use them for frying up bacon, cooking pancakes, and even

baking a cake! They are made from cast iron and chrome plating, so they retain heat evenly

and act as an ideal surface for searing a steak.They are also super easy to store since you can

simply fold them flat. In fact, it is the best product of its kind since it has no springs or hinges

that tend to fail over time on other models.What we believe to be the best feature of this kitchen

accessory is that it is dishwasher safe! Unlike other griddles, it has no rubbery hinge or air

vents that would let heat escape from the cooking area. This makes cleaning easier and



ensures that your food is well-cooked and evenly cooked.It also maintains heat for hours until

you are ready to use it again. Besides being an amazing tool for cooking, Blackstone Griddles

have also won many awards, such as Gourmet's 2009 Best Buy Award and Taster's Choice

Award in 2009 by Cooking Light Magazine.This product can be used for roasting, meat

searing, frying, and baking. It is also foldable, which makes it extremely convenient for storage.

What we love about Blackstone Griddles is that they are made from cast-iron material that is

seasoned with a proprietary blend of oils to ensure that the surface does not rust. It's very

solid, and therefore, great for frying pan, inside a grill, or on the stovetop.The Blackstone

Griddle has 4 baking surfaces that are spaced 12-inch apart and are 21 1/2-inch long. These

countertop cast-iron griddles are made to seal in heat. They have an easy-to-clean enamel

finish that won't rust or stain as typical cast-iron pans do. Each surface includes a textured

finish knob that helps control heat when you're searing a steak.The Blackstone Griddle is

durable and well-constructed, and it has been able to withstand the elements over time. It is

also extremely easy to clean since you can quickly wipe it off with a damp cloth or simply wash

it in the dishwasher. The Blackstone Griddle comes in both black and red colors, making it

great for any kitchen decor!To sum up, a Blackstone Griddle is the perfect accessory for

preparing all kinds of tasty food. It can be used to cook everything from eggs to pancakes or

even meat without the hassle of moving around your stovetop as you try to heat up your pan

evenly.Why Buy an Outdoor Gas Griddle?There are numerous reasons to purchase a

Blackstone grill, the most important of which is the company's reputation for making high-

quality grills. Blackstone, which was founded in 2005, has quickly established itself as one of

the world's largest companies, owing to a long list of useful goods that have stood the test of

time. The possibilities of what you can make with a Blackstone Griddle are boundless, from

steaks and teppanyaki to burgers and breakfast. Being a corporation that places a high priority

on overall quality and cuisine excellence. Blackstone has expanded significantly in terms of

both experience and product offerings. They've also worked with backyard masters, regular

home cooks, and professional chefs to design high-quality grills that satisfy the highest

requirements in the ever-changing world of griddles and grills.AdvantagesA Blackstone Gas

Griddle is a great way to feed a crowd and have your breakfast or lunch spot serve the crowds

at the same time. Featuring an innovative design that incorporates all the features of a

standard grill, plus additional open space for pancakes, eggs, bacon, and more!This flat-top

grill has 3 removable stainless-steel cooking surfaces. The heated bottom area is perfect for

cooking traditional food such as burgers or sausages with just enough clearance to

accommodate bread slices and buns. The centerpiece features two fully adjustable burners,

which can be set up in either a "V" formation or parallel for different size pans available on the

market today. The third section is a gas-powered griddle with a cast aluminum top.The heat

retention and even cooking temperature of the Blackstone Gas Griddle allows for perfect

cooking results every time. This commercial-grade restaurant equipment is perfect for any

foodservice operation or a homeowner looking to bring the taste of the restaurant into their own

home! The Blackstone Gas Griddle is one of the best choices for your outdoor weekend

parties.The Griddle has a lot of advantages that make it the best choice to buy.The benefits or

advantages of the Gas Griddle are as follows:Strong Built QualityThe Blackstone Outdoor Gas

Griddle is made from stainless-steel material protected with a black powder coating layer. It

helps to increase the lifespan of the griddle by protecting it from rust. Overall, the Blackstone

Griddle comes with strongly built quality materials.Every Meal Can Be Cooked on the

GriddleEvery meal course can be prepared on the Gas Griddle. Everything can be cooked

quickly and effortlessly on the Blackstone Gas Griddle, whether it's breakfast, lunch, dinner, or



snacks.The possibilities for meals on a griddle are endless. On the Gas Griddle, you may cook

enormous amounts of food and even desserts.Versatile CookingThe Blackstone Outdoor Gas

Griddle provides versatile cooking options while cooking different foods on the flat cooking

surface area at the same time but in different temperature settings. It allows you to make

breakfast like tacos, pancakes, French toast, bacon, eggs and cheese sandwich, and more. For

lunch, you can make dishes like chicken, burger, pasta, steak, hotdogs, and more. For a perfect

dinner, you can make special tuna, shrimp, salmon, and more dishes. The Blackstone Griddle

provides you with an endless cooking experience like a professional chef.The Flavor Is Seared

and Locked InSearing has been practiced for ages. Searing tortillas over clay flat tops was a

favorite pastime of the Aztecs, and the Scots did the same with their scones. It's a method of

cooking that results in a wonderful crust on the surface. Consider that crispy, charred, and

toasty browned steak. That's what sear does, and it's fantastic. It's known as the Maillard

Reaction among chefs.Griddles also seal in the flavors, that's the reason why its surface is flat,

preventing the juices from escaping. They have no choice but to infuse the flesh, which is ideal!

The fat in a griddle becomes a seasoning agent. That means meats are more juicy and

flavorful. Put some seasoning on the flat top, and the flesh will soak them up straight away—

that's something you won't get on a regular grill.Food Can Be Easily Steamed or SmokedWe've

already known the charring, but Blackstone Griddles go even further. To begin with, meals

might be steamed. A baste cover and perhaps some water are all that is required. Now you

have steam! You may also have heard that smoking only works with charcoal. Don't listen to

them; they're wrong! Griddles may also smoke dishes using a method known as the smoke

hack. To smoke your food, simply light some chips and cover them.Large and Flat Cooking

Surface AreaThe Blackstone Gas Griddle has a 28-inch large cooking surface area. It is large

enough to hold 16 steaks, 28 hamburgers, and 72 hotdogs into a single cooking cycle at a

time. The flat griddle cooking surface area helps easily glide the spatula and scrapper over the

cooking surface to flip your food. One of the main benefits of having a large cooking surface

area is that food doesn't hold moisture, and you will get crispy results. The Blackstone Gas

Griddle is one of the best cooking tools for enjoying your weekend parties.Perfect Heat

ControlThe Gas Griddle comes with a heat control system. It is equipped with two separate

gas control valve which creates two different temperature zones on a flat griddle surface to

cook food at two different temperature settings in a single cooking batch. The gas controller

switches have heat settings from high to low.Serve the Entire GroupConsider a large backyard

gathering. Everyone on the block, including cousins from across the nation, neighbors,

employees, and even pets! That's a lot of people to feed; you'd probably have to work full-time

as a chef while everyone has a good time. Blackstone Griddles, on the other hand, come to the

rescue. The 36-inch Griddle is the largest flat-top from the market's best-seller. As we said

before, there’s enough room for 28 burgers and 16 steaks! The 17-inch Table Top Griddle, for

example, can fry 12 eggs or even 9 patties at once! You'll never have to worry about cooking

for a crowd again if you have a griddle. The one-shot is all it takes to seal the deal!Cook in All

SeasonsWhen do people eat barbecue? Isn't it summer? You can make it in any season with

Blackstone: summer, winter, autumn, and spring. Whether it's a scorching summer day or a

hard winter, the Griddle is up to the task. This is the case because the Griddle runs on

propane. A strong wind, on the other hand, will not cause propane to run out. The burners will

not go out because of the moisture.Used for a LifetimeCold-rolled steel is used to construct

Blackstone Griddles. The legs are commercial-grade, while the wheels are industrial-grade.

This Griddle has been designed to endure a lifetime.PortableWouldn't it be great if you could

make steakhouse-style food anywhere? What a luxury it would be to be able to cook without



having to sacrifice! Blackstone Griddles, thankfully, exist! They're foldable and portable, so you

can cook outside whenever you want! Do you want to cook next to a hill? Is that a boat? Do

you want to tailgate near the stadium? Backyard? Anywhere. Griddles accompany you on your

journey and produce the same effects. Only food, fuel, and a griddle are required. And, of

course, there are others to eat with!Simple to MaintainIt's basic stuff when it comes to caring

for a Blackstone Griddle. The first and most important step is to season the meat. Don't worry;

it's simple: simply oil it to build a protective layer. Then, in order to keep the flat top, you must

store it properly. That means there won't be any direct sunshine or humidity. Let's imagine your

Griddle gets rusty for whatever reason, you could say goodbye to other cooking machines but

with Blackstone, it's a different story—you can clean all the rust and put the Griddle back in

service in no time!Easy to cleanThe greasy area of the top cooking surface of the Griddle is

cleaned easily with the help of a scraper or spatula. You can also clean the top cooking surface

of the Griddle with the help of a paper towel. All the extra oil and juices drip from the food are

collected into a drip tray. You just need to empty the drip tray and wash it with the help of soapy

water.The Ideal PresentThe Blackstone is a once-in-a-lifetime present for everyone who enjoys

exquisite dining. The outdoor cooking gadget creates a seared crust on any item. You can

steam vegetables, cook a steak on the grill, and even make breakfast pancakes with bacon. If

a man wants to consume intensely flavored griddled cuisine for the rest of his life, he can. And

there you have it—a gift for your mother, father, sibling, friend, or anybody else you care about.

Blackstone is a wonderful way to express love by providing a lifetime of delectable dinners.

Plus, can you imagine how thrilling it would be to see your loved one's face when they see that

enormous box all wrapped up?From Amateur to Professional ChefBlackstone Griddles are

equipped with all of the functions that a steakhouse chef requires. And we're talking about the

best of the best. The flat-top has what it takes to infuse every dish with precious taste. The

burners must be accurately controlled. For a quick sear, use high heat. Simply adjust the level.

For slow cooking, how about a low flame? You've got it as well. It is simple to learn for anyone

who is new to the game. Cold-rolled steel is used for the flat top. Heat retention is great, thanks

to the forging process. You'll never eat an undercooked dinner again. Every dish that

Blackstone prepares is excellent. As a result, the Griddle is the most adaptable and simple

outdoor cooking device. It has all of the features of a pro, but with the ease of an amateur and

the cost of a champion. With Blackstone, you can't go wrong!How Does It Work?The operating

process and working mechanism of the Blackstone Griddle are somewhat similar to another

traditional griddle. The only difference between traditional and Blackstone Griddle is that

traditional griddle cooking surface needs to be removed due to direct heat, but in the case of

Blackstone Griddle, there is no need to remove the cooking surface from direct heat.The

Blackstone Griddle comes with a separate control valve to maintain the set temperature while

grilling your favorite food.The following step-by-step operating instructions will help you to

operate your Blackstone Griddle easily:Before starting your Griddle, first, make sure the battery

is properly installed into the ignition switch.Make sure the gas hose is properly connected with

the propane gas cylinder. Switch and release the gas into the gas control valve.Now, start your

Griddle by rotating the gas control valve at the high setting and press the ignition switch

immediately until you hear the flame sound.Before placing your food on the griddle cooking

surface, always preheat the Griddle for 3–5 minutes for better cooking results.Now your Griddle

is ready for cooking your favorite food.Models of Existing GriddlesYou've probably seen a grill

before; it's a charcoal fire with a grate. But what is a griddle, exactly?If you've been curious all

this time, we've got you covered: It's a flat steel plate with burners underneath. Are you aware

of the advantages of a flat steel plate? For one, it cooks with more taste since the liquids are



sealed in rather than leaking down; second, with individual burners, you have optimal heat

control. There are no undercooked meals, and every location on the plate is the same

temperature. You can also cook on both high and low heat simultaneously. Steak sizzling on a

bed of slow-cooked potatoes!
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Amanda Lynn, “Cooking on an outdoor griddle. This book will teach you how to cook on your

outdoor griddle. Outdoor griddles are one of the hottest things right now in outdoor cooking.

This book will teach you how to use, clean and cook on your griddle. It's a great way to cook

for a crowd. There are three hundred great recipes everything from pancakes to steak to

burgers and even cookies.”

Joestin Bent, “Top Grilling Techniques!. This book will take you to do such get togethers if you

like to do some grilling at home. I got a bit interested after seeing the latest Superman series

on HBO. Watching them doing that every single sunday was just killing me! I needed to do it as

well and with this book I have gone even further beyond what is shown on the show! The

classic american burguer was such a blast!”

A D, “Get professional step by step. This book is very helpful. The instructions I step by step

and filled with great tips to get the maximum performance out of your griddle. Can't wait to start

working my way through the over 300 recipes and tantalize my palate and my friends and

family.”

Gayla, “Blackstone griddle. In this book you’ll learn all the benefits of the Blackstone Gas

Griddle and some tips and tricks to make you a perfect griddle chef. With this versatile

appliance you can cook just about anything and this book has the recipes to prove it”

The book by Ryland Peters & Small has a rating of 5 out of 4.2. 7 people have provided

feedback.
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